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The anomalous cyclic coarsening behaviour of g0 precipitates after ageing at 1073 K has been investigated
for the low misﬁt commercial powder metallurgy (PM) Ni-based superalloy RR1000. Using scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) imaging combined with absorption-corrected energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, the elemental segregation as a function of coarsening behaviour has been
experimentally observed for secondary g0 precipitates. Elemental EDX spectrum imaging has revealed
nanoscale enrichment of Co and Cr and a depletion of Al and Ti within the g matrix close to the g-gʹ
interface. Our experimental results, coupled with complementary modelling and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction analysis, demonstrate the importance of elastic strain energy resulting from local compositional variations for inﬂuencing precipitate morphology. In particular, elemental inhomogeneities, as a
result of complex diffusive interactions within both matrix and precipitates, play a crucial role in
determining the rate of coarsening. Our ﬁndings provide important new evidence for understanding the
microstructural evolution observed for advanced superalloys when they are exposed to different heat
treatment regimes.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Nickel-based superalloys for turbine disc applications typically
employ complex alloy chemistry in order to produce a stable, high
volume fraction of gamma-prime (g0 ) precipitates to optimise
mechanical properties at elevated temperature [1,2]. Precipitate
coarsening causes a gradual loss of coherency between the g0
precipitates and g matrix which can be detrimental to the superalloy's mechanical performance [3,4]. This coarsening process is
relatively well understood for a binary system. However, the
complex chemistry present within commercial Ni-based superalloys makes it extremely challenging to accurately predict the
microstructural evolution for precipitate coarsening of these materials. A more accurate understanding of coarsening mechanisms
is required in order to control the rate of coarsening for both current and next-generation superalloys.
The thermodynamic driving force for microstructural
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coarsening is generally dominated by the reduction in free energy
achievable by minimising the system's interfacial energy. In
contrast, the rate of coarsening is determined by the speed of
interface migration or by elemental diffusion kinetics [5]. For ordered gʹ precipitates within Ni-based superalloys, the growth rate
of precipitates during coarsening is conventionally assumed to be
controlled by diffusion kinetics in the g matrix [6]. Within this
matrix diffusion-controlled coarsening (MDC) regime, the average
precipitate radius, <r>, is predicted to increase according to a
classical Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theory such that
<r>3 z k(f)t [6] where k(f) is the rate of coarsening, f the volume
fraction of precipitates and t time [6]. Classical LSW theory requires
that the volume-fraction of precipitates is small but modiﬁcations
exist for systems where the volume-fraction of precipitates is high,
and therefore particles cannot be assumed to grow independently
[7]. Classical LSW theory also assumes that the precipitateematrix
interface is atomically sharp but state-of-the-art high-resolution
characterisation techniques are increasingly providing data
showing that this is not true. For example, Singh et al. have used
atom probe tomography (APT) to study the g-gʹ interface in the
alloy Rene88 and found it has a diffusive width of ~2 nm [8e10].
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Ardell et al. have used a quantum kinetic Monte Carlo method to
predict that even in a simple NieAl binary system the g-gʹ interface
has a characteristic ragged morphology and a width of a few atomic
layers at 700 K which increases at higher temperatures [11,12].
Most alloying elements diffuse orders of magnitude more slowly
within the ordered intermetallic L12 structure of the g0 precipitates,
than in the FCC g matrix [13e17]. As a consequence, matrix regions
near the g-gʹ interface may become a bottleneck for diffusion
resulting in diffusive interfaces. The exceptionally low g-gʹ interfacial energy (~10 mJ/m2) will also favour a wide diffusive interface
as predicted in Ref. [18]. Ardell et al. [11,12] proposed a transinterface-diffusion-controlled coarsening (TIDC) model to account
for experimentally observed coarsening behaviour in binary NieAl
alloys and ternary NieAleCr alloys with high volume fractions of gʹ
precipitates. Both interface migration-controlled coarsening (IMC)
and TIDC predict <r>2 f t, [19]. However, in real alloy systems,
interactions between different diffusing species can alter the
interdiffusion kinetics [17] and as a result, <r>a f t where 2 <a < 3
and, a ~2.5 in NieAl and NieAleCr alloy systems [12].
The simple coarsening models mentioned above also assume
that the g-gʹ coherency strain is negligible. However, the experimental observation of reversal coarsening, i.e., the splitting of large
precipitates into smaller precipitates both in simple model alloys
[3,20e22] and in commercial nickel based superalloys [20] indicates the contrary: that elastic strain energy is important in the
coarsening process. Indeed, it has been argued that for superalloys
with a high volume fraction of g0 , strong elastic constraints between neighbouring precipitates will lead to a decrease in precipitate size during ageing (for example, causing cubic gʹ precipitates
to split into smaller cuboids [3,20,21]). Only by inclusion of
microelasticity theory with the consideration of elastic interaction
into the coarsening models can these morphological transitions be
understood [3,20,21,23].
Precipitate splitting is most likely to occur for cuboidal gʹ precipitates in Ni-based superalloys where there is a relatively large
lattice misﬁt. In these materials, high elastic strain energy can cause
morphological instability such that the precipitates divide into
smaller precipitates to lower the total energy of the system [22].
Here we report new experimental observations of abnormal cyclic
coarsening and reversal coarsening (i.e. splitting) for nearly
spherical gʹ precipitates in a near-zero misﬁt alloy RR1000. Secondary gʹ precipitates are found to coarsen periodically in a manner
that differs from previous results [3,21], and which correlates to
localised (nanoscale) elemental segregations resulting from limited
elemental diffusivities. In particular, our results highlight the
importance of diffusion kinetics when predicting precipitate
coarsening and demonstrate the need to incorporate these into
theoretical models for accurate prediction of microstructural evolution during g0 coarsening in advanced Ni-based superalloys.

used for disc applications in aero engines. This polycrystalline Nibased superalloy is manufactured via the powder metallurgical
route followed by subsequent forging, and typically exhibits a trimodal g0 particle size distribution (PSD) [24]. In this work, blanks
of size 5 5 5 mm3 were ﬁrst heat treated for 2 h at a supersolvus
temperature (20 K above the g0 -solvus) in order to homogenise the
microstructure and chemistry of the material. These blanks were
cooled to room temperature using a controlled cooling rate of
100 K/min. The material was aged subsequently at 1073 K for
different annealing time (as-cooled to 8 h with a step size of 0.5 h)
and water quenched in order to study the microstructural evolution
during coarsening. The heat treatment conditions were accurately
controlled using a thermocouple ﬁtted into the centre of an
equivalent block of specimen to continuously monitor the temperature and cooling rate for the material.
2.2. Synchrotron X-ray diffraction
Accurate g-g0 lattice coherency strain measurements are notoriously difﬁcult as the misﬁt strain between the two phases is
generally too small to allow simple separation of the respective
fundamental reﬂections. Hence, any accurate analysis requires the
additional measurement of the g0 superlattice reﬂections as they
provide unambiguous information of the g0 lattice spacing, which
can be employed to deconvolute the strongly overlapping fundamental g/g0 reﬂection. However, these superlattice reﬂections are
far too weak to be analysed via conventional laboratory scale X-ray
diffraction (XRD) techniques, but instead require the use of either
synchrotron XRD [20,25] or neutron diffraction [26,27]. In the
present case, high energy, high resolution diffraction analysis was
performed on beamline ID31 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) for bulk and extracted g0
powder samples. Scans were carried out to compare constrained
and unconstrained lattice spacings measured from bulk and
extracted g0 powder samples, respectively. Samples were heated to
1073 K in a capillary in order to minimize oxidation effects and held
at this temperature during measurement. The constrained g-g0
coherency strain was determined as [20]:

εconstrained ¼ abulk
g0

abulk
g

.

abulk
g

bulk
0
where abulk
g0 , ag are the lattice parameters of g and g, respectively.
The g-g0 coherency strain was gained by ﬁrst determining the position of the g0 {100} superlattice reﬂection and using this information to deconvolute the {400} fundamental reﬂections for g and
g0 . The unconstrained lattice parameter for g0 in the extracted
precipitates was also derived using the same {400} reﬂection so as
to calculate the unconstrained coherency strain [20]:

εunconstrained ¼ apowder
g0

abulk
g

.

abulk
g

2. Experimental details
2.1. Materials and heat treatment
The commercial Ni-based superalloy RR1000, studied in the
present work, has the nominal composition shown in Table. 1 and is

where apowder
, is the lattice parameter of g0 within the extracted g0
g0
powder sample. Using peak deconvolution, the typical error in
these measurements allows the misﬁt to be calculated with an
accuracy of ±0.005% [20]. We note that these measurements
include information averaged over millions of grains containing

Table. 1
Nominal chemical composition of RR1000 Ni-based superalloy.
Element

Cr

Co

Al

Mo

Ti

Ta

Zr

C

B

Hf

Ni

wt. %
at. %

15
16.49

18.5
17.94

3
6.35

5
2.98

3.6
4.29

2
0.63

0.06
0.04

0.027
0.13

0.015
0.08

0.5
0.16

Balance
Balance
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both secondary and tertiary precipitates, but the very low volume
fraction of tertiary g0 precipitates means that their contribution will
be comparatively small. Two samples aged for different times have
been analysed in order to compare precipitate lattice strain at an
ageing time corresponding to the maximum mean secondary precipitate size and for the minimum mean secondary precipitate size
(as found immediately after splitting). These two samples are
referred to as “large-scale precipitates” and “small-scale precipitates”, respectively, in Table. 2.
2.3. Microstructure and microanalysis of large g0 precipitates
2.3.1. Deﬁning precipitate classes
Samples were mechanically polished using standard metallographic techniques and ﬁnished with a ﬁnal polish using
colloidal silica solution for 30 min in order to obtain the required
surface-quality. To reveal the different microstructures using
scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging, specimens were
etched using a two-part etchant to dissolve the g0 phase but
retain the matrix [28]. High-resolution SEM imaging was performed at 3 kV with a beam current of 0.2 nA using an in-lens
detector in the immersion mode ﬁtted into an FEI Magellan
400L ﬁeld-emission gun (FEG) SEM. Automatic image thresholding was applied within the ImageJ software in order to characterise the precipitate size distributions and quantify these as a
function of ageing time [24]. The precipitate
size (mean radius) is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
deﬁned throughout this work as A=p where A represents the
measured particle cross sectional area, assuming that particles
are nearly spherical. However, these measurements clearly do
not reveal the actual precipitate size particularly for precipitates
with ﬂower-like morphologies, since the sample surfaces are
randomly cut two-dimensional cross-sections through the precipitates' complex three-dimensional structure. Therefore, we
have also used a manual size analysis method, applying the same
thresholding approach but choosing to analyse only representative precipitates (>20). In order to distinguish the ﬂower-like
precipitates from spherical precipitates, the quantity of sphericity, S, was used to characterise the morphology of the precipitates. We deﬁne S ¼ rmin/rmax where rmin and rmax are
respectively the minimum and maximum radii of the precipitate
measured from bore to rim. A sphericity value of 1 therefore
represents a perfectly spherical particle while a lower value indicates a less symmetric shape. We note that this simple analysis
of two dimensional SEM images provides a qualitative means to
compare microstructures at different ageing times rather than
being an absolute quantiﬁcation of precipitate morphology.
2.3.2. Measurement of elemental composition in the core of the
precipitates
Our previous work has demonstrated semi-quantitative
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compositional analysis for g0 precipitates in RR1000 using absorption corrected energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy in the
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) [24]. Here we
employ a similar approach to study size-dependent compositional
variations in the as-cooled condition and after ageing. EDX spectroscopy was performed using an Oxford Instruments X-MaxN 80T
silicon drift detector (SDD) with a take-off angle of 20 ﬁtted into an
FEI Tecnai F30 S/TEM. EDX spectra were acquired from the centre of
the extracted precipitates using a convergence semi-angle of
12.5 mrad, a spot size of around 0.8 nm and dwell times of ~3 min in
order to obtain >250,000 counts/spectrum. The precipitates typically have diameters of >100 nm giving an interaction volume
containing millions of atoms. STEM imaging was performed using
an FEI Tecnai F30 S/TEM with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
High-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) imaging was performed
with a convergence semi-angle of 12.5 mrad and a HAADF inner
angle of 30 mrad.
2.3.3. Local elemental mapping of precipitates and of the g-g0
interface
Semi-quantitative compositional mapping of free-standing
particles using STEM EDX spectroscopy is complicated when
the relevant X-ray lines have very different energies (such as Al
and Ni) due to the importance of including the appropriate
analytical absorption correction factor (ACF) [24,29,30]. For
analysis of the local elemental compositional variations present
within an individual g0 precipitate we have therefore chosen to
compare the ratio of two X-rays having similar but not overlapping energies (Ni-Ka X-rays at 7.47 keV and Co-Ka X-rays at
6.91 keV). The ACF between these two elements will be nearly
thickness-independent within an analytical accuracy of 1.5% for a
precipitate thickness of 200 nm [24]. To study the elemental
distribution at the g-g0 interface and within the g matrix surrounding a precipitate, a TEM sample was prepared by focused
ion beam (FIB) sectioning. Thickness measurements performed
on these cross sectional samples using electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) demonstrated values of t/l of ~1.32e1.38 for
both precipitates and matrix suggesting a fairly uniform thickness of ~150e157 nm and therefore allowing EDX absorption
correction to be applied using the Cliff-Lorimer thin-ﬁlm
approach [30].
We have employed an FEI Titan G2 80e200 ChemiSTEM™ (S)
TEM ﬁtted with an X-FEG high brightness electron source and a
Super-X 4 SDD EDX detector system with an elevation angle of
~18 . Spectrum imaging was performed using an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV, a convergence semi-angle of 21 mrad and a
beam current of 1.2 nA, providing count rates of >50,000 counts/
second which enabled pixel-by-pixel semi-quantitative compositional mapping. HAADF imaging in the Titan was performed
with a HAADF inner angle of 60 mrad.

Table. 2
Constrained and unconstrained coherency lattice strain measured using synchrotron XRD for microstructures aged to produce small-scale secondary g0 precipitates
(immediately after splitting) and large-scale secondary g0 precipitates with maximum mean precipitate size (present immediately prior to splitting). Note that the lattice strain
change that is predicted to result from localised compositional variations is also included.
Coherency strain at 1073 K

Small-scale secondary

Large-scale secondary

agbulk (Å)
agʹbulk (Å)
agʹpowder (Å)
εconstrained (%)
εunconstrained (%)
εunconstrained-εconstrained (%)
εunconstrained-εconstrained (%) predicted from localised compositional variations

3.61312
3.61515
3.61518
0.057
0.074
0.017
/

3.61309
3.61520
3.61791
0.059
0.133
0.074
0.076
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3. Results

3.2. Lattice changes during ageing

3.1. Microstructural evolution for different ageing times

The g0 lattice misﬁts for the constrained and unconstrained g0
precipitates measured using synchrotron XRD are summarised in
Table. 2. The magnitude of the constrained lattice misﬁt is constant
for both large and small secondary gʹ precipitates, with a value of
~0.06%. However, the unconstrained g0 lattice parameter of the
large-scale gʹ precipitates is almost 0.003 Å greater than the unconstrained lattice parameter for small-scale g0 precipitates.
Accordingly, the unconstrained misﬁt for the large-scale gʹ is nearly
twice that measured for the small-scale precipitates (0.133%
compared to 0.074%). The difference in {100} lattice spacing of the
small and large-scale g0 powder suggests a signiﬁcant difference in
composition.

SEM images revealing the temporal evolution of microstructure within the alloy RR1000 cooled at 100 K/min and aged at
1073 K from 0.5 h to 8.0 h, are shown in Fig. 1. The observed
precipitate size distributions (PSDs) are typically bi-modal with
small tertiary g0 precipitates (2e25 nm in diameter) and secondary g0 precipitates whose sizes vary as a function of ageing
from small-scale secondary with diameters of ~55 ± 10 nm (found
immediately following splitting) to large-scale secondary of
120 ± 20 nm with a cyclic period of ~2.5 h (Fig. 2). Comparing
different measurement methods, automated image analysis tools
underestimated the radius of secondary precipitates for ﬂowershaped large-scale particles by about 25e30% compared to the
manual method but produced an acceptable estimation of the
radius for small-scale spherical precipitates (Fig. 2a). The sphericity of the precipitates (Fig. 2b) is greatest for the small-scale
secondary precipitates (found immediately following splitting)
while large-scale precipitates have more ﬂower-like morphologies. Both manual and automatic methods gave similar mean
sphericity due to the large experimental scatter in this measurement. The precipitate volume fraction increases from 0.39 to 0.43
within the ﬁrst splitting cycle (2.5 h) and thereafter remains
constant (Fig. 2c). The anomalous cyclic coarsening behaviour of
the secondary g0 precipitates is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3
with the precipitates initially growing then splitting into smaller
spherical precipitates.

3.3. Composition-ageing relationships for g0 precipitates
The compositional variation as a function of precipitate size for
the as-cooled microstructure displays similar composition-size
relationships to those found previously in this alloy [24,31]. This
data refers to the mean composition at the centre of the precipitate.
In order to estimate changes in the composition of the secondary
precipitates as a function of ageing time a similar analysis has been
performed considering the composition of mean sized precipitates
as a function of ageing time (Fig. 4). The variation in the elemental
composition of the g0 precipitates (Fig 4) is correlated to the cyclic
behaviour measured for the precipitate morphology (Figs. 1 and 3).
For example, the Al content shows a general increase for longer
ageing times but also has local maxima at the 2.5 h time intervals

Fig. 1. SEM images illustrating the temporal cyclic evolution of precipitate size distributions (PSDs) produced for the alloy RR1000 after different ageing times from as-cooled to
7.5 h at 1073 K. The green arrows highlight where splitting has occurred at 2.0e2.5 h, at 4.5e5.0 h, and at 7.5e8.0 h annealing times. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the how the microstructure of the secondary g0
precipitates evolves during cyclic coarsening with repeating cycles of precipitate
instability (1 þ 2), splitting (3) and growth (4).

Fig. 2. Analysis of SEM images to determine a) mean radius and b) mean sphericity of
secondary g0 precipitates and c) area fraction of all g0 precipitates measured as a
function of ageing time. Dashed green lines indicate annealing times where splitting
has just occurred (Fig. 1). Precipitates with sizes below 40 nm were ignored. Manual
and automatic measurement methods are compared. Note that all the precipitate radii
are likely to be underestimates due to the image thresholding procedure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

immediately following splitting. In comparison, the Ti content is
broadly constant but with local minima at the time intervals
immediately following splitting (2.5 h, 5.0 h and 8.0 h). The Co
concentration shows the strongest variation during coarsening,
decreasing by ~17% from 9.8 at.% Co to 8.1 at.% Co for similarly sized
secondary g0 precipitates at 0.5 h and 6.5 h respectively (Fig. 4). In
addition, the Co composition also shows cyclic variations with local
minima immediately after precipitate splitting.

3.4. Elemental mapping of individual extracted precipitates
The diffusivities of the major alloying elements in RR1000 differ
greatly within the gʹ precipitates compared to those in the g matrix
[24,31]. The exception to this is nickel, which has relatively high
diffusivity and similar diffusion coefﬁcients in both g and gʹ. Nickel

Fig. 4. Compositional variations at the precipitates' centre corresponding to the asdeﬁned typical precipitates' size. The data was extracted from measured sizedependent compositions for each ageing region. The error bars were calculated using the standard deviation of 5e10 particles. Green dashed lines indicate the time
intervals where small-scale secondary precipitates are produced by splitting. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

is therefore expected to maintain a homogeneous elemental distribution in gʹ so it provides an effective normalisation element for
comparing Co concentration within the gʹ precipitates. Fig. 5 uses
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Fig. 5. HAADF images (top), and X-ray count ratio map of Co/Ni (bottom) according to the temperature scale (right side of the maps). Comparing the ratio maps of large-scale
secondary precipitate at different ageing time a) as-cooled, b) 0.5 h, c) 1.5 h and d) 7.5 h shows the reduced chemical inhomogeneities. It is noted that the limited number of
small particles agglomerated onto these particles do not contribute signiﬁcantly to ratio maps.

the ratio of Co/Ni net X-ray counts (Co-Ka with 6.91 keV, Ni-Ka with
7.47 keV) measured as a function of position within the STEM-EDX
spectrum image to reveal the Co distribution within an individual
extracted precipitate. The Co distribution for a typical as-cooled gʹ
precipitate is shown in Fig. 5a, while that for three similarly sized gʹ
precipitates present at different ageing times (0.5 h, 1.5 h and 7.5 h)
are compared in Fig. 5b, c and d respectively. Interestingly, all the
precipitates have a greater Co concentration in the centre
compared to the outer regions. In addition, the peak Co/Ni ratio was
1.7 in the core of the particle aged for 0.5 h but just 1.3 for the
particle aged for 7.5 h, suggesting that the Co concentration is
becoming more uniform towards equilibrium with ageing.
Fig. 6 shows the differences in Co distribution for different
morphologies of gʹ precipitate extracted from the microstructure
aged for 7.5 h. Both the large secondary gʹ precipitates have a
greater Co concentration in the centre of the precipitate compared
to the outer regions (Fig. 6a,b) while the small secondary precipitate (Fig. 6c) has a lower and more uniform composition.
3.5. Elemental mapping of the g-gʹ interface and surrounding
region
We have used a FIB cross sectional sample to investigate
compositional segregation at the g-gʹ interface using STEM-EDX
spectrum imaging (Fig. 7aef). The elemental maps processed
from the full spectrum image show that close to the gʹ precipitate
the matrix is locally enriched in Cr (Fig. 7b) and Co (Fig. 7c) but
depleted in Al (Fig. 7e) and Ti (Fig. 7f). An elemental line scan
extracted from the spectrum image normal to the g-gʹ interface
(Fig. 7g) shows that the enrichment extends ~45 nm into the matrix
with the peak enrichment corresponding to a 4.5 at. % increase in
Co and Cr, and a decrease in Al and Ti content of 2.2 at. % and 1.2 at.
% respectively, compared to the far ﬁeld matrix composition.
Importantly, this variation in local elemental composition is larger
than anything that has been previously reported [8,12,32e34].
4. Discussion
We have demonstrated that RR1000 cooled at 100 K/min from a

g0 supersolvus heat treatment undergoes three rounds of cyclic

Fig. 6. HAADF images (left), and X-ray count ratio maps of Co/Ni (right) plotted using
the temperature scale shown far right comparing the Co elemental distribution in
different precipitate morphologies observed in the microstructure after 7.5 h ageing. a)
Prior to splitting b) for a strongly ﬂower-like morphology (deeply-split) and c) for a
small sphere assumed to be formed after splitting.

coarsening and reversal coarsening when aged for 8 h at 800 C,
with distinct splitting (reversal coarsening) of the large-scale secondary g0 precipitates (between 0.5 and 2.5 h, 3.5e5.5 h and
6.0e8.0 h), and coarsening (between 2.5e3.0 h and 5.0e5.5 h),
respectively. In fact, this cyclic reversal coarsening behaviour was

Y. Chen et al. / Acta Materialia 110 (2016) 295e305
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Fig. 7. HAADF image a) of a FIB-sectioned thin foil and corresponding quantiﬁed EDX elemental maps of b) Cr, c) Co, d) replot of Co using a different colourmap to reveal the details
within gʹ, e) Al and f) Ti. g) is the extracted elemental line proﬁle across an interface labelled by the black hollow arrow in (a). Note that there is no well-deﬁned g-gʹ interface visible
from the compositional variation.

demonstrated to continue beyond 8 h and cyclic behaviour was
found to still be present after 24 h ageing at this temperature [20].
In RR1000, the gʹ precipitates can be assumed to have a composition of (Ni,Cr,Co,Mo)3(Al,Ti,Ta,Hf) [24,31].
The equilibrium Co solubility of g0 decreases with decreasing
temperature [31]. The core of a large-scale secondary precipitate is
expected to have formed at relatively high temperature and is
therefore expected to have a higher Co equilibrium composition
than the outer parts of the precipitates which formed later and at
lower temperature. This explains the enrichment of Co in the core
of the larger g0 precipitates that is demonstrated in Fig. 5a. The large
decrease in the Co content measured for the core of the g0 precipitates (Fig. 4a) suggests that Co was initially supersaturated, and
moves towards a lower equilibrium concentration during ageing.
The lowest Co content (6.8 at. %) is found in the small-scale secondary g0 and is the same at 5.0 h and at 8.0 h suggesting that this is
close to the equilibrium value. Our thermodynamic calculations
using ThermoCalc predict a higher equilibrium Co composition of
8.2 at. % for the g0 precipitates at 1073 K [35]. However, we note that
thermodynamic calculations for absolute equilibrium concentration can often be inaccurate for multi-component alloy systems
[31,36]. More reliable are thermodynamic predictions of chemical
potentials based on experimentally measured elemental
compositions.
We calculate that the experimentally observed decrease in Co
concentration (from 9.8 at.% Co to 6.8 at. %) is predicted to change
the chemical potential by ~2.4 103 J/mol (where Co is assumed to
substitute on the Ni sublattice). In comparison, the þ4.5 at. % Co

enrichment that we observed in the g matrix close to the g-g0
interface (Fig. 7), is predicted to change the chemical potential by a
smaller amount (~0.84
103 J/mol) illustrating that the chemical
driving force favours the diffusion of Co out of the precipitates and
into the matrix.
We must now consider how diffusion will contribute to the
observed elemental segregation at the g-g0 interface. In multicomponent systems, the elemental interdiffusivity is given by Djk ¼
P
i

m
Mki vCvi vC
[17], where Djk , Mjk , m and Cj are the interdiffusivity, the
j
2

mobility, the chemical free energy and elemental concentration,
respectively. The estimated interdiffusivities for Co in Ni within gʹ
and g are ~1.6 10 19 m2/s and ~3.7 10 19 m2/s using data from
the mobility database [17] and our calculated change in chemical
potential. This allows estimation of the diffusion distances,
d ¼ √ð2DtÞ for a given time, t, as shown in Table. 3. This data shows
that in the gʹ precipitates Co can only diffuse 54 nm within one

Table. 3
Estimated diffusion distance of Co in g and gʹ as a function of ageing time at 1073 K.
Time (hrs)

g (nm)

gʹ (nm)

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

36
51
63
72
81

24
34
42
48
54
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complete cycle (2.5 h), while the radius of the large-scale secondary
gʹ is ~120 nm. This relatively low diffusivity prevents the homogenisation of the large-scale secondary gʹ within one period: instead
the Co inhomogeneity gradually decreases upon ageing as shown in
Fig. 5aed.
The estimated diffusion distance for Co in the g matrix is ~81 nm
within one period, which compared favourably with the width of
the interfacial enrichment. Importantly, Campbell et al. have
demonstrated that in Ni based superalloys Co has a negative
chemical interdiffusivity in the presence of other alloying elements
(Cr, Al, Ti) [17]. Therefore Co enrichment at the interface will slow
down the interdiffusion of Cr, Al, and Ti compared to matrix regions
far from the interface and could therefore lead to the observed
depletion in Al and Ti close to the interface (Fig. 7), The depletion of
g0 stabilisers (Al and Ti) near the g/g0 interface will have the further
effect of slowing down the growth of g0 and could therefore explain
the absence of signiﬁcant growth in the size of secondary precipitates for the ageing described here (Fig. 2a). Campbell et al.'s
interdiffusion matrix also predicts that reduced Al and Ti will slow
down the diffusion of Co [17] such that is takes longer to homogenise Co enrichment at the interface.
The rapid changes in Co from small-scale secondary to largescale secondary, occurring within just 0.5 h (Fig. 4), is likely to
result from the rapid g0 growth into a Co rich g matrix, correlated
with a >50 nm increase in precipitate size immediately following
splitting. Table. 3 predicts a diffusion distance for Co of 36 nm and
24 nm in 0.5 h within g and in g0 respectively. Comparing these two
values supports our experimental observations that the growing
large-scale secondary g0 continue to be supersaturated in Co even
after a complete coarsening cycle. The drive towards a more
homogenised composition as ageing continues will favour longer
cycling times and indeed this is observed experimentally in Figs. 1
and 2 (the ﬁrst and second cycles are 2.5 h but the third one is
3.0 h). However, none of this discussion explains the anomalous
precipitate splitting behaviour.
Vogel et al. [37] have proposed that the splitting of g0 can be
caused by formation of g inside the g0 precipitates. However, we
ﬁnd no evidence to suggest that this is occurring in our material.
Our compositional measurements obtained from the precipitates'
cores (Fig. 4) showed high concentrations of g0 stabilisers (Al
~12e14 at.%, Ti ~10 at.%, Ta ~1e2 at.%). The sums of these g0 stabiliser elements are close to the expected stoichiometry of g0 ,
therefore indicating there is no g formation within these g0 precipitates. In addition, analysis of our STEM, TEM and SEM images as
well as quantitative investigation of corresponding TEM electron
diffraction data did not reveal any evidence of g formation inside
the g0 precipitates, suggesting that this is not the splitting mechanism in the present case. Energetically, splitting is favourable when
the decrease in elastic strain energy of the system more than
compensates for the increase in interfacial energy produced [22].
Elastic and interfacial energy considerations have been used to
explain g0 splitting (reversal coarsening) for cuboidal g0 in Ni-based
superalloys [3,21]. However, the explanation is less clear for alloys
like RR1000 where the composition is tuned to produce a negligible
g-g0 misﬁt minimising lattice strain such that the g0 precipitates
tend to be spherical.
In Ni-based superalloys the effect of elastic modulus is negligibly small because both g and gʹ have nearly identical elastic
constants [38]. Ignoring the contribution of chemical free energy,
the driving force for coarsening in a system containing a large
volume fraction of precipitates is [23]:

DG ¼ DEinterfacial þ DEself þ DEinteraction
Where DG is the total free energy, DEself is the elastic self-energy

resulting from coherency strain but ignoring any contribution
from precipitateeprecipitate interactions, DEinterfacial is the interfacial energy given as 2t/r (t is the interfacial tension and r is the
precipitate radius) and DEinteraction is the elastic interaction energy
resulting from neighbouring precipitates in high volume fraction
systems. Khachaturyan et al. have described a method for predicting the total elastic interaction energy (DEself þ DEinteraction)
based on micro-elasticity theory as [23]:

DEtotal ¼ aV E1
1
ðC þ 2C12 Þ2 C11
2 11

¼ aV
2C44

C12

22unconstrained
C11 ð2C11 þ C12 þ 2C44 Þ

!

Where V is the precipitate volume, a is a factor related to precipitate
shape (which has a value of 0.709 for a sphere but 0.436 in a cube)
and E1 is the elastic energy density. C11, C12 and C44 are the cubic
elastic constants of the g0 phase [23]. This predicts that the total
elastic energy is proportional to the square of the unconstrained
lattice strain between precipitates and matrix phase. Our synchrotron XRD measurements have shown that the constrained
coherency strain for the differently sized precipitates is similar
(0.057% for the large-scale precipitates compared to 0.059% for the
small-scale) but the unconstrained lattice strain is much larger for
the large-scale precipitates (0.133% compared to 0.074% for the
smaller precipitates) (Table. 2). This demonstrates that in this alloy
the elastic lattice strain increases as the precipitate size increases,
overwhelming the reduced interfacial energy for a particular size of
precipitate, which results in the observed morphological instability.
The critical radius for large-scale secondary precipitate splitting as
a function of assumed unconstrained lattice strain has been
calculated as shown in Fig. 8, using elastic constants from Ref. [23]
and considering a simple model where a large spherical precipitate
splits into 8 smaller spherical precipitates each with half the radius
of the large sphere. Using the measured unconstrained strain and
comparing this with the sum of interfacial energy and elastic strain
energy would suggest a critical radius of ~200 nm for g0 splitting,
which is similar to the largest precipitates seen in our samples. For
example, the precipitates mapped in Figs. 6 and 7 have an average

Fig. 8. Calculated critical splitting size of precipitates as a function of unconstrained
strain. Grey arrow points to the corresponding critical size with respect to experimentally measured unconstrained lattice strain.
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radius of ~140e180 nm. In fact, Doi et al. have demonstrated that
the elastic strain energy could drive the splitting to occur along the
most elastically compliant <001> directions when a large-scale
cuboidal precipitate transits to an octet [3,21]. We have found the
same splitting direction (<001>) in this particular case of near
spherical precipitates, as demonstrated from the our electron
diffraction analysis of an individual large-scale secondary precipitate (Fig. 9), which further supports our conclusion that elastic
strain energy causes this splitting (reversal coarsening). However,
the unexpected observation of signiﬁcant elastic strain in RR1000,
which at equilibrium is a ‘near-zero’ misﬁt alloy requires further
consideration.
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction analysis in Table. 2 only provides
average constrained or unconstrained lattice spacings for the two
phases assuming homogeneous composition. Our elemental mapping demonstrates that in fact this assumption is not valid,
particularly near the g/g0 interface. Ti compositional variations will
have the largest effect on the g0 lattice parameter, while the combination of Al and Ti content will have the greatest effect on the
lattice parameter of the g matrix [39]. The contribution of other
elemental additions to the lattice parameter may be neglected
either because they are present in very low concentrations or
because they do not signiﬁcantly alter the lattice parameter of
either g or g0 [39]. Immediately after splitting the precipitates have
a composition that is decreased by 0.35 at.% Ti and 1.9 at% Co, and
increased by 1 at.% Al (Fig. 5). Using data from Ref. [39] it can be
predicted that this compositional variation will yield an increase in
lattice mismatch of 0.02 Å and hence an increased strain of 0.06%,
which is in good agreement with the experimentally measured
difference between the constrained and unconstrained strain for
the large-scale secondary precipitates (0.074% as shown in Table. 2).
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The elemental segregation in the g matrix close to the g-g0 interface
(þ4.5 at. % Co, þ4.5 at. % Cr, 2.2 at. % Al and 1.2 at. % Ti as shown
in Fig. 7), will produce a local decrease of 0.0028 Å in the g lattice
and hence cause a reduction of g lattice in this region by 0.077%, as
estimated according to Vegard's law and using the coefﬁcients in
Ref. [39]. As shown schematically in Fig. 10, this will further increase the g/g0 lattice mismatch at the interface, which cannot be
detected by the bulk X-ray diffraction analysis. Consequently, the
local mismatch between g and large-scale secondary g0 will be
larger than one would calculate from simply considering the mean
alloy composition and hence the g0 splitting mechanism (reversal
coarsening) is likely to be the result of compressive stresses in g0 .

5. Conclusion
In conclusion we can summarise the observed anomalous cyclic
behaviour that is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3 as follows:
1) In the as-cooled microstructure secondary g0 precipitates are
supersaturated in Co. As coarsening growth occurs, Co diffuses
into the matrix but the limited diffusivity of Co in gʹ and g results
in an inhomogeneous non-equilibrium elemental distribution.
2) The precipitates show elemental enrichment of Co in the core
while the matrix shows enrichment of Co at the gʹ/g interface.
This interface enrichment further impedes the diffusion of other
elements, creating Cr enrichment and Al and Ti depletion at the
interface, which in turn causes a local change in lattice parameter at the interface.
3) The resulting large lattice misﬁt generates high elastic strain,
causing the precipitates to split along the most elastically

Fig. 9. Top row: large-scale secondary precipitate with the typical ﬂower-like morphology observed immediately prior to splitting viewed along a) <100>, b) <110> and c) <111>
directions. Below the images are shown the corresponding electron diffraction patterns. This indicates the orientation of splitting is <100> consistent with typical octet-type
splitting and suggesting that there may be 8 smaller spherical precipitates formed after splitting.
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this work can be accessed from https://www.escholar.manchester.
ac.uk/uk-ac-man-scw:298155.
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram illustrating the relative magnitudes of the constrained and
unconstrained elastic constraints for different sized precipitates: a) small-scale secondary gʹ and b) large-scale gʹ. Line scans illustrate the variation of lattice constant in
the constrained case (centre) and unconstrained case (right) as a function of distance
from the precipitate centre (red arrow). Dashed lines indicate the averaged constrained
lattice constants of g and gʹ. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

compliant directions such that a morphological transition is
observed after ~2.5 h heat treatment.
4) After splitting the small-scale precipitates initially grow, so as to
drive precipitate towards equilibrium compositions and also to
reduce the total interfacial energy, consistent with normal
coarsening behaviour. However, the limited diffusivities mean
that there is insufﬁcient time during a single cycle for the precipitate composition to completely homogenise and so
elemental segregation persists, leading to higher elastic energy
and precipitate's morphology instability so that the cycle repeats. This observed cyclic behaviour is expected to continue
until the composition is homogenised.
In this work, we have used absorption-corrected STEM EDX
spectroscopy and ex-situ synchrotron XRD to study the abnormal
cyclic coarsening behaviour observed when ageing the PM Nibased superalloy RR1000 at 1073 K following a cooling rate of
100 K/min. The cyclic behaviour occurs because the limited diffusion kinetics in g and gʹ induces compositional supersaturation
within large-scale secondary gʹ, and because elemental segregations build up in the g matrix at the g-gʹ interface creating a large
mismatch that is unexpected when considering only the mean alloy
composition. Limited elemental diffusivities prevent a homogenous
elemental distribution being achieved within a ~2.5 h single cycle
and thus the cyclic behaviour continues over many hours.
These ﬁndings demonstrate the importance of considering the
full complex alloy chemistry and elemental diffusion kinetics, as
well as thermodynamics (elastic energy and interfacial energy)
when considering microstructural evolution in commercial Ni
superalloys.
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